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Fairfield Univeniiy, F.irfi~. Connecticut

April 19, 1967

Students Reject Coeducation
By Daniel Turner
.

A two to one majority of students oppose c:oeduca-

bon at Fairfield according to the official results r-eleased

1.

Do you favor coeduca tion?

2. If YES :
a. Would you still vote YES if female academic standards
for admission were higher than those for males? .. . .. . ... .
b. Would you still vote YES if female students remained
strictly off campus? . ..... . ... .. . . .. .. . .. ... . . . ...... . .. . .
c. What ratio of male-female would you like to see at Fairfield Univer sity? . . .... . .... . .. . . . .. . .... . ... .. .. ....... . .
3.

Was Fairfield's being an all male university a major factor
in your choice of Faii'Ifield? .. ... . ... . . . ... . ..... . ........ .

80-20
2

YES

NO

328

610

YES
169

NO

YES

NO

152

142

70-30 60-40
63
123

YES

157

50-50

131

NO

by the Student Government. Out of the 938 who voted
610 voiced a no in the fonnulation m the Student GoV"~
ernment stand on the pe~inent question. Early in May
th_e Board of Trustees w11l make the final decision on
the future of Fairfield.

Orientation
nme Pe,riod
Short,ned'

!Orientation Week for the
Class of 1971 will be r e-organ4. Would Faii'Ifield's becoming coeducational influence your recYES
NO
ized, utilizing a shorter period
ommendation favorably? . . . .. . .. .... . ..... .. .. .. ... .. .. . .
347
589
of time, while still retaining
all the aspects of the traditional
5. Would you transfer from Fairtield if it were to become coYES
NO
Orientation Week ot Fairfield.
educational? . . . ..... .. .. . .. . .. .. ... . ... . .. . .. . ....... . .. .
117
609
This was recently announced
6. Do you favor co-institutional education here at Fairfield
YES
NO
:b y Fred Heissenbuttel and Bill
University? . .. . ... ... .. .... . . ..... . . .... .. ...... ..... . . . .
507
370
O'Malley, Chairman and Assistant Chairman of the week.
7. What class are you in? ...... . .... .. . . . . . .. .. . ... .. . . . ... .
'67
'69
'70
·~
Fourteen Chairmen for the
195 290 339
110
various events have been appointed.
CLASS BREAKDOWN
They are: Bill Brennan: Man'69
'68
'67
'70
hattanville Day, Tom iRoss :
YES
NO
YES
NO
YES
NO
YES
NO
Friday night mixer, Mike Jan62
133
113
177
30
80
119
220
sen : Seminars, Steve Carre:
Field Day, Ed Williarps : Orientation Sports, Brian Malone :
Stag Night, Don Fields : Opening Day, Bob Ruddock: Retreat
and Discussion Groups, Bob
Goodman: Reg-istration and
fees, Barney Monks : Activities
Display, Frank Olah: Testing,
Nello Trevison: Financial, Jay
Critchley: Manhattanville Mixer, Phil Keane: Provisions.
By William Luddy and Michael Morrissey
These fourteen men in turn
Approximately 100 students Spring Mobilization Committee University, fifty-two students will pick their committees
from the 93 Sophomores who
from the Tri-Universities, in- last Saturday. This was the took part in a :silent Vigil for
have thus far signed up. All
cluding about 40 Fairfield stu- largest anti-war demonstration Peace to stir up interest in
dents participated in the March in the United States to date.
the New York parade, and to Sophomores who haven't signed
up as yet are urged to do so
On Wednesday, at Fairfield protest the war. The demonfor
Peace sponsored by the
sometime in the near future in
stration began at 3:30 when
Fr. Murphy's office in the gym .
thirty-five students gathered on
The Class of 1971 will arrive
the grass between Gonzaga Hall
on Thursday, Sept. 14th. The
and the Campus Center parking lot, sitting · in a circle · week will run from then until
the following Tuesday night.
around a large painted sign
Classes for all will begin
containing the International
Symbol for Peace. As the dem- . Wednesday, Sept. 20th.
The week will contain all the
onstration proceeded, they were
events that it has in past years,
joined by seventeen others,
however they will be tightened
making a total of fifty-two
and combined in order to imtaking part in the vigil. Fortyprove the week by eliminating
seven students were present
the long afternoons and evenwhen the marchers joined hands
ings which were difficult to fill .
and walked to the center of the
circle at the end of the vigil
at 4:30.
509

426

Anti-War Sentiment Stirs
March and Passive Vigil

Vigil Opposition

Two groups of about a half
dozen students each clearly opposed the vigil. One group
formed a color guard with an
American flag, and another
group held a large sign reading, "Gonzaga supports our
boys in Vietnam." Students
also played recorded music from
the windows of Gonzaga Hall,
most of which consisted o{ paJames DeFronzo displays peace symbol in Wednesday's vigil.

Contlnued on Page 7

On the subject of co-institutional education at Fairfield
58%. of the studel)ts voted i~
favor as 370 rejected the proposaL For those in favor of
coeducation 64.4% of them said
that they would favor co-institutional.
Opinions Reversed

65.46% of Fairfield students
who voted in the Student Government poll are opposed to
coeducation at the University,
and of those in favor of coeducation 48.6% reversed their
opm10n if female academic
standards for admission we~e
higher than those for males;
48.3% negated their position if
female students remained strictly off campus. The highest percentage for a male female ratio
was 41.1% for 50-50.
According to the Student
Government poll 54.7% of those
who voted concluded that Fairfield's' being an all male University was a major factor in
deciding to attend the school.
In response to the question
would Fairfield's becoming coeducational influence y o u r
recommendation of it favorably,
62.9% voted that it would not.
16.1% reported that they would
transfer from Fair'fleld if it
became coeducational.
Fr. Mcinnes Interviewed

"The student vote counts a
great deal. It is one of the major determining factors," related Fr. Mcinnes in a STAG
interview. In regard to the
recent coeducation poll held by
the s ·tudent Government, Fr.
Mcinnes stated that, "It helped
to crystalize opinions, and I was
very impressed by it."
Asking the President which
side he favored , Fr. Mcinnes
responded, "I am ready to go
either way. We will try to do
what is best for the largest
number of people, faculty, stu·
dents, and administration."

Deadli,ne

P e titions for class officers and Student Government posi·
tlons will be accepted until 12 o'clock tonight in Loyola 111.
Dates for the upcoming elections have been announced by
Robert Carpenter, Chairman of the Elections Committee.
Primary elections are set for April 26, while general elections
will be held on May 3.
All candidates must be free of academic deficiency. They
must all be Fairfield University students for two consecutive
semesters prior to election.
Campaigns may begin as soon as nominations are closed.
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Consider Us First
After months of deliberation,
the student body has decisively
rejected coeducation. The ultimate decision will be made by
the Board of Trustees at their
May 12 meeting. We strongly
urge that the student view be
given its . proper weight and consideration; the students are the
ones most deeply affected by such
a change.
The student decision was forInulated after complete examination and discussion of all pertinent issues. It was not a hasty,
emotional response. In fact, the
investigation proved so extensive
that, for weeks before the referend urn, d~bates and dialogues
could only rehash old and wellknown arguments.
The turnout for the election
definitely indicates . the student
concern and involvement in the
issue. On. a campus continually
accused of having a ghetto men-

tality and of demonstrating intolerable apathy, more than twothirds of the student body expressed their opinions at the polls.
This rejection demonstrates a
truly representative and official
view.
In its deliberations, the Board
of Trustees will surely consider
the alternate proposal of co-institutional education. In post-election investigation, the STAG has
discovered considerable confusion
.o n this issue. Because of the an1biguity of the word~ing on the ballot, many voted for this proposal
without knowing what this question meant. Thus it is impossible
to judge that 58o/0 of the voters
would favor co-institutional education; A further clarification is
necessary.
The two-to-one rejection of coeducation must be viewed as a
true crystallization of student
opinion.

Letters To The Editor
Poor Image
To the Editor: .
There was an article in your school
p<'l})er, the April 5th edition I think, that
. one of the ,girls at school brought to my
attention. I hope you've seen the item
I'm . talking about. If you haven't, it
concerns the Student Government ruling
a bout the Molloy weekend. For the most
part the incident has been forgotten by
all. Our Dean of Students frowns at the
mention of Fairoeld, while most members of Social Committee veto all plans
to attend any of your functions.
While the incident has been forgotten,
the type of "boys" frorri Fairfield haven't.
It may have · gone on like that until the
next meeting we would have, and most
of the views would be changed. Too bad
it would have to go on like that. But
when the word went out and copies of
your paper's article were read, it
closed every one's ideas of the Fairfield "men". You see, many of the girls
were on that weekend, and they knew
what happened for the most part. Perhaps some of them could have been at
the Student Court ruling and given another side to the rosy picture presented.
I find it hard to believe that an intelli- gent group-who must have been listening
at the meeting didn't once think of a
. common courtesy - once . you register
:or check in at a motel or resort, one
usually checks out at the desk they
signed in at.
· But as I said, ahnost everyone has
forgotten about the incident. The bills
have been covered and names and faces
forgotten. Only the impressions are left.
I am only sorry that it is Fairfield.
Sincerely
Pat Healy, Chainnan

Thank You
To the Editor:
I would like · to take this opportunity
to congratulate and thank all those of
the class of 1969 who worked so hard
and contdbuted so much to make
Parents' Weekend the fine success whi·c h
I feel it was. I would particularly like
to thank co-chairmen Don Fields and ·
Bill O'Malley as well as Jeff Patrissi,
N ello Trevison, Peter Daniels and Dale
Swanson who comprised the core of the
committee. My thanks also go out to
the many workers without whom the

whole weekend would have •b een impossible. Through the efforts of these men ·
Fairfield University has had initiated
a fine, new tradition of which the class
of 1969 may be especially proud.
Peter Burke

Traitors
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Dr. Arrowsmith Th Speak
Scholar, writer and lecturer
William Arrowsmith, a strong
critic of educational practices,
especially in the humanities,
will speak on "The Obsolescent
Humanities" at a Bellarmine
lecture on Tuesday, April 25.
His talk will be held in Gonzaga
Auditorium at 8 p.m.
New Approach
Dr. Arrowsmith, classics professor and University Professor
in arts and letters at the University of Texas, has been
lauded for his new approach in
teaching the classics and has
been cited in many national
magazine articles. He . is presently serving as a Fellow at
\V1esleyan University's Center
for Advanced Studies.
Quoted in a Time magazine
article (Oct. 28, 1966) on his
philosophy, the Professor said
that "the aim of education
ought to be the molding of men
rather than the production of
lmowledge." He contends, continued the article, that students
yearn to "become civilized men
instead of scholars," but after
four years they feel they are
not humanely educated. They
go on to graduate school, he
stated, where they are "processed as professors'' whose aim
is "to know rather than be."
Many Awards
The controversial educator,

Dr. William Arrowsmith
who has three degrees from
Princeton and one from Oxford, had a Guggenheim Fellowship in 1957-58; a PriX de
Rome senior research fellowship at the American Academy
in Rome, 1956-57; Bollingen
Fellowship, also in 1956-57;
Rhodes Scholarship, 1948-51;
and a Woodrow Wilson F •ellowship in 194 7-48.
In 1964-65, Dr. Arrowsmith
was one of nine scholars who
participated in the Visiting
Scholar Program of the United
Chapters of Phi Beta Kappa
and in 1966 he was named a
Minnie Stevens Piper Professor.

This .,n., That

Kind of Bush
The highly-publicized Fairfield
Fairfield · University witnessed recent- University maintenance crew is
ly a most controversial event. I refer, now busily engaged in creating
of course, to the peace vigil. As many a "Star of David" shrubbery garof those persons sitting beneath the sign den d.n the Quadrangle. (Wouldn't
of peace said, the vigil was held to alert it have been easier to put up a
students to the necessity to ponder the -" no ball playing" sign?) Meanpossibility of courses of action other while, in Regis parking lot,
than nonchalant escalation.
broken glass reported two weeks
ago remains untouched.
They have been ·c alled traitors. But,
Misprint of the Mo·nth
it seems to me, when we do support the
In the midst of receiving a
boys whether they are right or wrong, ·
as the spokesman for the counter-dem- "Golden Cup Award" for its cofonstrators exhorted, and when we do fee, Szabo has still been able to
believe that the progress of America 1naintain its high quality selecshould be our prime ethic in .interna- tion of desserts and salads.
To the Editor :

The Law of Diminishing Retu.r ns
No on e will deny that a college
education is well worth the cost.
However, after a three-dollar
raise in linen charges and the
initiation of a ten-dollar "deposit"
Savoy is still handing out d~irty
and torn linen that isn't quite as
long as the bed. And, as if cutting
an hour and a half off the time
for exchanging soiled linen (for
soiled linen) wasn't enough,
they've also cut six inches off the
towels.

tional affairs, as one student said, then
I think that our national conscience has

been numbed, and indeed we have been
betrayed.
Sincerely,
John D. Boland

Why No Liquor?
To the Editor:
Fairfield University's initial Parents'
Weekend turned out to be a fine success. However, there was an incident,
or perhaps it would be more appropriate
to say a lack of an incident, which
marred the weekend from achieving a
greater success. The absence of alchoholic beverages was conspicuous to all ·
present at the dance on Saturday night.
Several parents asked me why liquor
was banned · from the Campus Center.
I could not give them an answer for I,
too, was puzzled by the situation. Possibly the person or persons responsible
felt that an abstinence from alcohol for
mortification would add a greater spiritual air to the weekend.
I don't mean to be facetious towards
the administration because they did play
an important role in the success of the
weekend. Nevertheless, perhaps a little
more foresight on their part and Parents' Weekend may become an integral
part of Fairfield's Tradition.
Respectively,
Robert Goodman, '69
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Austrian· ·Ambassador Speaks
On · Peaceful ·. Uses In Spa.ce
By l\'Iikle Collins
"The necessary hmnan and
material resources were only
made available after the goals
to be achieved in outer space
had found the support of the
political and military planners
of the great nations." This was
what Dr. Kurt Waldheim, per- .
manent representative of Austria to the UN and Chainnan
of the UN's Committee on the
Peaceful Uses of Outer Space,
cited as the major factor in
r ecent development in space research.
Delivering a Bellarmine lecture entitled "Outer Space and
the Future of Man" to an audience of about fifty, he added
that the competition between
the leading space powers has
threatened the possibility of reserving outer space for peaceful
purposes.

Internationl Treaty
However, since the great
powers have recognized the
dangers of the use of outer
space and celestial bodies for
military purposes, the UN last
year succeeded in obtaining an
international treaty, prohibiting
the .placing in orbit around the
earth of any objects carrying
nuclear weapons or any other
weapons of mass destruction.
It further provides that such
weapons shall not be installed
on celestial bodies or stationed
in outer space in any other
manner. But "this treaty is
only a first step and · much
remains to be done . . . it
does not preclude military operations in outer space."
Competition among the leading space powers has slowed
down, he pointed out, and they
are more and more inclined to

Board Approved
By Legislature
By Benoit Poisson
Chief Justice William Dunn
opened the first session of the
new legislature recently by
s wearing in the new members.
The foremost task of approving
appointments and electing officers within the body was the
first order of business.
Board Approved
The president's candidates for
the executive board were all ap·
proved unanimously after Mr.
Bocchini explained his choices
and answered questions from
the floor. His further appointments of Chief Justice, William
Dunn, and Attorney General,
John Gilsenen, were also ac·
cepted by the legislative body.
The next order of business was
the election of positions within
the body itself. Mark Galligan
was returned to the position of
parlimentarian and Philip Howe
was given the secretary position with overwhelming sup·
port.
In a close vote John Gr·a ndinetti was elected to the position of President Pro TOOt. In
the event that the vice-pre.s ident
should not be able to perform
his duties, M~. Grandinetti,
would replace him.
·
Majority - Minority
The importance of an effective Majority-Minority system
was stressed as the positions
of Majority and Minority leaders were ' debated. Bernard
Monks was elected unanimously

think about the practical applications of outer space.
In stating how this would
affect daily life, Dr. Waldheim
quoted the famous Nobel Prize
Winner Van Allen, discoverer
of the Van Allen Radioactive
Belts around our planet, who
replied to a question about
their use: "I make a living out
of them.'' Millions will make a
living out of space with an increasing demand for scientists,
engineers, and technically skilled workers.
Communication
A major use is communication, Telstar I was able to
handle nearly a thousand simultaneous telephone conversations, whereas the transatlantic
cable which JVent into operation in 1956 provided only S6
static-free telephone circuits.
Also, live transatlantic 't elevision transmission is made possible by the communication
satellite, which will also enable a world TV network to be
est~blished.

Another important field of application is the use of satellites for the purpose of weather
observation.
Forecasting of
hurricanes far out at sea would
be made possible and "scientists will at last be able to
concert forecasting from an art
into a science with great precision."

to the post of Majority leader
for the coming session. The important position of organizing
debate for the opposition was
given to Lawrence Czajkowski.
His experience in the legislature and his knowledge of the
Practical Applications
Fairfield Student Government
Still another field of appliwere dted in the debate before
cation is the use of satelites for
the close vote.
transcontinental and transoceNew business was called for anic navigation by air and sea.
and a number of bills were These are just some of the
filed. One seeking the creation practical applications of outer
of a second-hand book store space development.
was proposed by Frank ManDr. Waldeim also noted that
danieL The primary election the small nations can and do
procedure is investigated in ancontribute significantly to the
other bill. by Philip Howe.
field of space, even though they
Sophomore James McGovern themselves cannot afford an
has sought approval for a mo- independent prn14ram.
tion that additional privileges
"The United Nations, by
ibe extended to those students
stressing the paramount imporwhose good conduct is shown
tance of cooperation, is thus
by an absence or campuses.
working in the interest of all
Dress Attire
of us with a view to ensure that
Discontent among student . the great ·hopes of mankind in
concerning "Formal dress" at- its future will be fulfilled," he
Continued on · Page -· 7
explained in conclusion.

Bellannine lecturer Dr. Isaac Asimov experiments in his
laboratory.

Asimov Lecture
Cites A Dilemma
By Peter Hearn
"Science may succeed itself
to death" is the warning that
Dr. Isaac Asimov delivered at
the Bellarmine lecture in Gonzaga Auditorium Sunday night.
The renowned author mentioned
this as part of his explanation
of the importance of science
fiction, which he defined as
"that branch of literature which
deals with the response of human beings to advances in
science and technology."
The growth of science in recent years has been phenomenal. "9/10 of all scientists that
ever lived are alive today." The
rate of scientific output, that
is the papers and journals compiled by scientists, doubles
every 15 yrs. In other words, in
the next 15 yrs. as many scientific papers will be written as
have been . produced from the
beginning of time until now.
There are presently one hundred thousand scientific journals and this number also dou·
bles every fifteen years.
Dr. Asimov pointed out that,
"no living organism can sur-

yive in its own waste" and that
the waste product of science is
these papers. He feels that science, which is now producing
material so fast that it can not
keep up with itself, will soon
drown in its own excretions.
This would be tragic because
any breakdown in our technological advancement will mean
disaster for millions.
The primary cause of this
dilemma is the tremendous
amount of specialization in the
field of science. Many researchers know a lot about one thing,
but not enough about everything.
As an example Asimov used
a story written at the end of

the war called Solution Unsatisfactory which predicted the
nuclear stalemate that exists
today. If world leaders had believed this story and had taken
steps to prevent it then the
world of today would be quite
different.

His speech was heavily spiced
"''-ith a unique brand of wit
which kept the audience amused and intrigued.
In the question period which
.rolli:Aved he parried questions
. about such' diverse topics ·a.s
. .'·~radio astroilornY.-artci the. cathoprofessors in the casual faculty lic ·Church. Regarding · radioreception, which was held in the astronomy he said that it is
providing us with a means of
Campus Center Oak Room.
They had the opportunity to penetrating much further into
view FaiNield scholarship at the universe than a telescope.
its best by watching the film He even speculated that as·
of one of Fairfield's victorious we continue to receive radio
waves from stars whose energy
College Bowl films.
The problems of student life has taken billions of light years
were highlighted in Fr. Mc- to reach us we may some day
be able to witness creation.
Innes' Sunday morning sermon,
which was followed by a comWhen questioned about the
'llunion '\)reakf<:~.st. The weekend place of the Church in the sci~arne to ·a ~lose with the Sunence orientated world he adday Minstrel concert by Fair- mitted that it was out of his
field's excellent Glee Club.
field of study. H owever , he reCo-chairmen F i e 1 d s and marked that, " the church has
O'Malley wish to express their survived because it has a cergratitude to Fr. Mahari for his
tain genius for compromising
invaluable assistance. T h e y non-essentials and will continue
also wish to thank the entire to survive by compromising an
Class of 1969 for their co-opera- amazing number of non-essentials."
tion.

· ··.:•·t ·s·..'.·.,··lll4
···d
··'. ..·s
·
..· .e...e.k
.. en·
..· ·U· ·c.·...C.eSS/.
Ra .-..nn
•

.::::;.

Parents' Weekend 1967, · an
event of the Class of 1969,
which was under the direction
of co-chairmen William O'Malley and Donald Fields, was attended by approximately 175
couples and their sons. This

number far exceeded the turnout of the first father-son weekend. It was termed successful
by the co-chairmen and by Rev.
George Mahan, S.J., who
headed much of the proceedings.
The Weekend ran from Sa turday's registration to Sunday
afternoon's Minstrel concert.
Saturday afternoon our baseball team trounced old foe, St.
·Peter's, and the Fari'1tie1d rugby
squad and the Columbia grads
rammed heads together with
equal force.

Registration line for Parents Weekend.

At the semi-formal, mothers
and fathers, together with sons
and their dates danced to a
variety of musical Selections.
Parents had the opportunity to
talk with some of their son's
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Theatre

1111

By Vincent Curcio
John Herbert is the author
of the controversial new prison
drama, "Fortune and Men's
Eyes," now playing at the
· Actors' Playhouse, 100 Seventh
Avenue South in New York
City. Having once been an inmate of a Canadian boy's reformatory himself, Mr·. Herbert
thought that his experiences in
this situation might be of interest to the General Public,
and so he held an interview
on the subject.
A ghastly picture of a prison- .
er's fate in a correctional institution on this continent was
painted by Mr. Herbert. Many
of the buildings in which in-

Flicks

mates are housed are ancient,
rickety and over crowded, lacking even vaguely decent plumbing facilities. Because the correctional systems in North
America are penal, these buildings are maximum security
ones; unfortunately corruption
and brutality are rife among
those who maintain this security. Also due to the penal
system, prisoners are used as
convenient hard laborers, rather
than taught a trade that would
be useful to them when they
are released from jail. Add to
this the sexual corruption current in our North American
prisons because of the complete
lack of women (as Mr. Herbert

April 19, 1967

'With John
put it, a young man in prison
faces a choice between seduction and rape), and we have
over all a rather sad state of
affairs.
As a remedy to this situation
Mr. Herbert recommends the
adoption of the Swedish correctional system, which is rehabilitational rather than penal.
In Sweden, where there are no
maximum security buildings
and wives and sweethearts arc
allowed private visits to the in~
mates, the prisoners are taught
trades with which they can
earn a respectable living when
they return to society, thus
giving them something else besides crime 00 fall back on for

Jlerberl
their livelihood.
Furthermore, a stigma is not
placed on the former prisoner
by Swedish society, an ex-conviet does not have to declare
his prison status when applying
for a job or a membership in a
private or public community
organization. .
The result of these practices
is an extremely low recitivism
to Sweden's prisons, as op· posed to the extremely high recitivism to those of North
America.
What does Mr. Herbert recommend that citizens do to
bring about these reforms?
"Go to the poles and vote for
them!"

I

'Africa Addio:' Brutal and Exhausting

By Paul Kemezis
"Stand upon it unshod (the
soil of Africa) for the ground

is holy, being even as it
came from the Creator. Keep
it, guard it, care for it, for
it keeps men, ~s men,
cares for men. Destroy it and
man is destroyed." Alan
Paton HCry, the beloved Conntry."
"Africa Addio" (Africa Farewell) is physically exhausting to
sTt through. Its events are difficult to accept as reality, even
with the foreknowledge that it
is a documentary. And above

l
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all, its impact is impossible to
describe in a revfew. - There is
little meaning for you in how
I was affected by repeatedly
watching men and animals
killed on live color footage.
Death, afterall, is the one thing
each man must confront on his
own terlllE
A sadistic person will go to
''Africa Addio' and enjoy himself, as will a sensation seeker.
But also, being that it is a
documentary made by intelli·
gent men observing, and not
creating, a sadistic and sensationalist world, a likewise in-

telligent man viewing it should
pick up a number of challenging insights about the customs
of his fellow man. The two
Italian co-producers, Jocopetti
and Prosperi, were the men responsible for "Mondo Cane,"
and anyone who saw that film
can understand the dilemma
of which I am speaking. The
"Mondo Cane" m e t h o d of
treating a very ugly subject by
the use of magnificent intellectual irony, superb visual
quality, and breathtaking contrasts of natural beauty is again
employed in "Africa Addio".

The content of the film is
without a doubt brutally ugly.
The theme is, superficially, the
,process by which traditional
colonial Africa is transformed
into the new independent
~.Vrica. But the underlying current throughout is the rape, by
men of both white and black
skin, of natural Africa: her
land, wildlife, and the politically
non-involved part of her population. It is basically crying
the beloved country. Like "Mondo Cane" this film is presented
as a succession of episodes; the
majority o_f these are of over-

·················································································································c···········~

Unfinished Business

A ONE ACT PLAY
Scene: A large hall in the capital city of the United States.
Although windowless, artificially lighted, an attempt has been
made to decorate it in conteniporary bureaucracy. Flags surround
the wall interspaced between pictures of outstanding events in
American history. Near the old 13 star colonial flag one sees a
picture of the dropping of the first atomic bomb on Hiroshima. In
the front of the hall are two photographs of Mendel Rivers and
Lyndon Johnson.
Enter three judges - Pragmatism, Property Rights, and
Hypocrisy. (not necessarily in that order). Property Rights is
short, muscular man with a peculiar accent you .c ouldn't definitely
identify as being from either the · North or South. Hypocrisy is
rather tall and thin with a shock of silver hair resting on his bony
features. There is a small silver crucifix attached to his lapeL
Pragmatism is a very average-looking person who could be mistaken for the cypical American-next-door Qr garden variety. He
c9sts suspicious glances as ·ne assumes his position ou the b~Jlch.
Pragtna~: Cl'la.tles T~ggart, you are accused of a 111ost
heinous crime against society
'which you shall stand trial. You
will be tried by a board of your elders, wise in the ways of the
world who know the ends and have :Duccessfully manipulated the
mean~. You are accused of embarking, for the past 21 years, on
an uncompromising and unrelentless search for the undefinable
thing you call LOVE. What do you have to say for yourself?
Taggart: I plead guilty.
(Murmur in the court room. The judges, obviously taken
back by the defendant's honesty, confer together for a moment.)
Property Rights: The evidence against you is formidable. Is it
not true that you, along with many of your bearded friends, invaded numerous towns and villages across the nation, participat·ing in so-called demonstration for ~qual housing and arousing
minority citizens to demand better .living and educational conditions for their children - conditions which they have not earned
on their own? Have you done these things??
Taggart: Yes, whenever possible. You see, I believe these
minority "citizens" are my brothers in Christ . That we are of one
' nature, one origin, and will share the same fate. I can see no
sense in having separate but equal accommodations in Hell.
Pragmatism: Nice talk, but not very practical. We are living
here today, not tomorrow. If everyone thought like you we would
have mayhem, total anarchy.
Taggart: In that case, sir, the results of my propositions
would in no way ·c ontradict from past history and experience.

for
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whelming brutality. The documentary camera frankly records: riots, reprisals, executions, battles, massacres, and
the rotting aftermath of all of
these. However, many scenes of
rare beauty are spliced in, maintaining a skillful aesthetic balance of direct opposites, and
making the ugliness somehow
bearable .. The continued ironies, brought out by the movie,
are not simply "cute" as some
have called them, nor is the
verbal commentary, although at
times bitter, misleading. Much
of the message is delivered
visually, and the camera work,
at times under fire, is consistently excellent.
"Africa Addio" has been
shredded and scattered to the
winds by a number of African
leaders, the U.N., and many
reviewers who claim that it
distorts the true situation.
These people demand that a
total picture of Africa, which
admittedly the film does not
contain, be shown, or none at
all. This, however, would destroy the filmaker's intention.
The theme of "the agony and
death of natural Africa" is
stated quite plainly at the
start, as is the policy of
strictly avoiding partisian propaganda.

Hypocrisy: I am totally surprised and dismayed that you
would disparage and dismiss the memories of some of our greatest
men, their accomplishments, and the fine traditions of our beloved
land. Do you realize that some of the very men you criticize are
good Christian church goers?
Taggart: Unfortunately, I do. And they were proba:bly members of the American Legion, Knights of Columbus, and contributed to the Boys Club. And their wives were probably the backbone of their parishes, the guardians of morality for their communities, the fine, upright citizens who supported with their
silence more inequities and every-day inhuman acts than could be
listed by any Ferlinghetti or Pope.
Babi Yar is all around us, in the homes, the business stores,
the institutions of government, yes, even the churches. It is in
Vietnam where the children of God slaughter one another in defense of ideology and desire for mastery of men's minds. The
We are shown during the
temples that men worship are those built by their own hands. The
film the entire political range
_temple~ that should . be wor~hipped are men themselves because
of the spirit that dwells within. ''What cities, as great qs this, from mau-maus, conununist
have promised themselves immortali'ty! Posterity can hardly trace Congolese rebels, and black
the situation of some. The sorrowful traveler wanders over the men, to white South African
bankers and industrialists, and
awful ruin of others."
(Taggart finishes - Judges leave to make decision and then an international and interracial brigade of mercenaries.
reenter.)
Pragmatism: As the most obvious spokesman I will read the
The film, in fact, says that
verdict. The court finds the defendant guilty by self-incrimination.
no political side in Africa is
The sentence is four years, compulsory attendance at an untainted. It is a film about
average, middle-class Catholic college to be chosen by the court.
the inhumanity of man, and if
. You must learn, Taggart, that people like you will always be anyone infers from it that there
prosecuted. We will hunt you down no matter where you hide,
is no such thing as man's
whether it be a sium or a large university campus. We will know humanity, it is more a case of
what you look like whether you wear rags and grow a beard or · hurt idealist sensitivity, or powhether you wear the cloth of a cleric. You are doomed to failure.
litical paranoia on their part,
Do you have anything to say?
than any deliberate deception
Taggart: God Love you.
by the film's producers.
"And even if I were alone, if mine were a solitary
I recommend "Africa Addio" ,
voice, raised among the din of arms and the clamor of
but you must go with an opena venal press, I should have the consolation I have
mind and an empty stomach.
tonight - and which I trust will •b e mine to the last
Also, I advise that you go alone
moment of my existence - the priceless consolation that
so that when it is over you
no word of mine has tendered to the squandering of my
won't have to talk to anyone
country's treasure or the spilling of a single drop of my
for a while. I guarantee that
country's blood."
the film will start you talking
John Bright - 12·22-1854
to yourself.
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PKT Fosters Fellowship, Education & Loyalty
By Gerald Sabo
The Conn. Epsilon Kappa Colony of Phi Kappa Theta
International Fraternity, the Catholic social Jraternity,
is confident it will be approved as a new Chapter at this
summer's convention of the fraternity in Washington,
D.C. A seventy-five page docum~nted report on the
Colony's development and activities during the past two
,years has been prepared and distri.lbu ted to the other 74
chapters for their consideration and Sunday, November
12, 1967; has been :tentatively set as its official installation date here.
Fill Human Needs
In 1965, the Bridgeport· Area Klub appointed a committee to investigate the possibility of establishing one of
the following fraternities at Fairfield: Delta Sigma Phi,
Tau Kappa Epsilon, Phi Sigma Kappa, and Phi Kappa
Theta. The committee, tmder James Lombard '65, first
determined the v~ue of a fraternity. "Fraternities fill the
human need for fellowship, and seek t{) become an ad·
junct to the educational process. Further, they fost.er
loyalty t-o alma mater and play
University is trying to produce.''
a major role in the formation of
been reftooted by Epsilon Kappa
In acknowledgement of the
it§ adherents.,
Colony on campus and t.t .the
services the fraternity rendered
immediate communities.
With this in mind, · the comin iast year's Medicare Alert
"In recognition of the manner
. mittee, on March 30, 1965 seProgram in the Greater Bridgein which the Fraternity has
lected Phi Kappa Theta as the
port region, Mrs. Deborah
conducted its affairs, and the
best suited for Faii'Ifield UniLeighton, Medicare Alert Properformance of the individual
versity. Phi Kappa Theta,
gram director, invited the ormemlbers," writes Mr. Robert
founded in 1889, has its nationganization to send a member
Griffin, Director of Student
al headquarters in Worcester, Services, to Robert Reilly, forto a recognition luncheon. In
Massachusetts. Its national of- mer president, "Phi Kappa
further recognition Mr. Reilly
ficer in charge of all expansion,
was a representative . from .- one
Theta will be given full recogMr. Edward Kirehner, resides
Rev. John Courtney Murray, S.J., autographs his book, "The
of two University student or~
nition as a Fairfield University
in Stamford, Connecticut. Be- student organization as of FebPt·obleni of God", for President John Csenger as Brothers John
ganiz-ations that were .· invUed
caw;e of his personal encourO'Connell and Bob Pettit look on.
to
;:participate
in
a
.
recent
panel
ruary -1 , 1967," two months
agement and assistance, the
diseussion on "The Problems of
prior to the expiration of its
Fairfield Colony has dedicated
Youth",
sponsored by the
LaFarge Institute, Dr. Klaus
Clu'b. This summer, its memcolony-status period.
itself in name to Mr. Kirchner
'
Bridgeport
Chamber
of
Com~
Dohrn,
Special Assistant to
bers
will
be
able
to
attend
from
Recently the future chap~r
(Epsilon Kappa - E. K. - Edmerce.
Editor of "Time," "Life," and
July 1 to July 4 a Fraternity
sponsored a forum on the state
ward Kirchner). The fraternity
- Weekend sponsored by a chap- "Fortune," Monsignor Karl For·
Recent Drives
of philosophy in today's liberal
urges each chapter to adopt a
ester, Director of the Cath61ic
ter of Phi Kappa Theta at Lo'.the future chapt-er has also
arts curriculum. Before that, it
well-balanced program in the
Academy of Bavaria, and Rev.
participated in recent drives for yola University of Montreal to
co-sponsored a Bellarmine Lecspiritual, educational, social and
William J. Bartley, Vice-Rector,
Expo '67.
ture .by ·Norman Dacey on his . the Ma..-ch of Dimes and the
fraternal areas of college life.
Mount Saint Mary's College
The future chapter . has also
American C~cer Society. Last
well-known book, How to Avoid
a:nd Seminary.
sponsored
trips
for
.
two
mem.
8emest.er
its
members
sang
Unusual Cooperation
Probate. Its members uslrered
bers of Corps Palatia· 'Fraterthis
year's
football
games
and
Christmas
carols
for
the
elderly
The late President John F.
Above all, Phi Kappa Theta
nity who attend the -· unive~_sity
at
St. Joseph's Manor. I~ 8.-ddiKennedy
was a member of the
all
the
basketball
games
at
demcmstrated an unusual coof Bonn in Germany~ One mem- Mass Lambda Chapter at Wor~
tion to the formal citation ·for
home. In early April, the memoperation and assistanc~ to its
ber of this German fraternity,
· ·its participation in the M~care
cester Polytechnic Institute.
incipient colonies. It provides bers made their second annual
Wolfgang von .Meibom, ...·:was
Alert
Program,
the
fraternity
Others are seventy4ive memretreat
at
Shadowbrook,
conmaterial such as manuals and
initiated into . Epsilon Kappa
has
boon cited by the United
ducted
'by
Fr.
Mcinnes.
bers
of the Catholic Church's
brochures, conducts training
States Army .for its organiza· last October. -The Octoberfest, hierarchy; among these are
MOst -Representative
seminars for the charter mem·
tlon and management of Opera- . held this past year for the . first Richard Cardinal Cushing and
bers and ofticers, and arranges
:In March, it sponsored Its sectime, will be an annual affair.
tio.._ Airlift, which collected volAugust Cardinal Bea, Secretary
for representatives of a new
ond Computer Dance at Tucka·
His Eminence Julius Cardinal
untary
public
contributions
of
for the Promotion of Christian
group to visit nearby chapters.
hoe, New York. At pr-eSent~~ it
goods for Christmas packages Doepfner, a recently initiated Unity.
Its regional and National offiis in charge of tlckets for the
honorary member from Munich,
for the soldiers in Vietnam.
cers visit the campus to assist
Numerous executives are also
Bellarmine Club's annual car
The fraternity also provides has pledged to send each year a
members of the interna tiona]
the colony at various phases
raffle. As Father Mcinnes
social events for its members barrel of German beer for it.
in lts development; they work
fraternity. Paul V. Galvin,
writes Mr. ReDly, the fraternity
Honora.ry Members
on)y. During the year, it holds
Chairman of the Board of Moclosely with designated adminmember.s who served as ushen
ten fraternity parties. Early in
Some of the other honorary
torola -Corporation, Frank J.
Istration authorities in developat the dedication of the Campu.4i
June, the annual Sweetheart
members of Fairfield's Epsilon Starsl, Vice-President and GenIng the colony. And this same
Center are "most representative
Ball takes place; last year it
Kappa are Rev. John Courtney
eral Manager of Associated
c~peration and assistance has
of the type of student Fairfield
was held at the Milford Yacht
1\'Iurray, S.J., Director of John
Continued on Page . 7

Brot~r Bob ·HviSch, explains s0me . ~f . tile' details of Medicare

to a. Bridgeport citizen during one of the fraternity$ major
Service Projects. · ··

BrQther Jlm Lombard '65, the principle Founder of Conn. Epsilon K.appa, · leads the
Brothers and Pledges in some "mysterious rite" during Homecoming Weekend,
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Parents'

Sunday Mass.

Fr. Mahan greets parents.

19

67
Left to right, top, Bill O'Malley and ,non Fields, Co-Chairmen of Parents' Weekend,
bottom. Mr •. and Mrs, William J. O'Malley, Sr., Mr. and Mrs. Leo J. Fields.

Lunch Saturday afternoon.

Faculty -Reception, Mr. Stuart greeting

parent$,

Fashion · Show.

.....,,,..,.......................................
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Something To Say Sentiment Stirs March & Vigil
........

/'

......,.........................,,..,....,,.,.,

,,,,,,_

By John Mullen

~

Down the hall, a door opened and loud, blasting music blared
out. A voice from within the room shouted above the noise "damn you . . . " and a shuffling of shoes was heard, bodies
crashed against the bureaus, onto the beds and then to the floor.
There followed the grunting, groaning laughter and deep, gasping
breaths . that always accompany these wrestling matches. The
door slammed shut and the racket was muffled but still faintly
audible.
I suddenly became conscious of what I was doing (or what I
was attempting to do) and realized I had been unconsciously
reading the same paragraph over and over like the repeating
sound of a needle stuck on a broken record. This was the last
paragraph. If only I could get through it, I was saying to myself,
and maybe just understand a little of what . . . finished! I knew
I had to talk to someone about this before that lousy mood came
back again. I stood up, threw on a jacket and started downstairs.
As I emerged from my room, I began to toss around in my
mind some of the ideas Newman had been speaking about. If the
end of the "Liberal education," I was thinking to myself, is
mainly philosophical, that is, results ln gen~ral ideas, as opposed
to the "useful education" which results in specialization - then
why was I taking . . . A horde of guys stumbled out of the room
which I was just passing and fell to the ground in a mass of
bodies and body odor. They were grasping some guy's arms and
legs. He was intermittently taking deep breaths and screaming
out profanities - at the same time he was kicking frantically.
One of his kicks was unfortunately placed and his victim fell out
of the struggling mob. He was on all fours as I pushed through
the door and descended the steps.

Continued from Page 1
triotic songs. At one point,
when the national anthem was
played, all but three of the participants stood and sang along
with the record. One student
approached the group ana asked
if the demonstrators were open
to rational discussion, and was
informed that he was welcome
to return at the vigil's end,
but he failed to do so. Throughout the vigil, there were about
fifty students looking on, most
of whom seemed to ibe nonpartisan spectators.
The New York parade originated at Central Park, where
an hour before .the eleven
o'clock assembly time, marchers
jammed all of Sheep's Meadow.
The marchers were assigned
positions according , to groups,
and took their places under
large letters like those seen in
parking lots. Sizeable contingents represented veteran, medi c a 1, religious, professional,
academic, _labor, political, student, and nationality groups,
housewives, random marchers,
and even a few of the everpresent "hippies." The parade
proceeded down 59th Street to
Lexington Avenue, across Lex'ington to 47th Street, and on

I knocked on my friend's door. I knew that if we could discuss
Newman's ideas about a University, the insights would be invaluable to us. We might even be able to relate them to our own
circumstances. The activities of that past week (it had been registration week) kept running wildly through my head like a nightmare- "What are you going to be? . . . What are you going to
do, huh'? . . . quick . . . Graduate School, right? . . . courses
. . . mistake, be careful, don't' make a mistake . . . you"re
Continued from Page 5
going to get loused up so bad in that course . . . mistake . . .
Press in New York, John J.
mistake . , . I don't know, please, I don't know . . . you should,
Murphy, Vice- President of
you know, you should know . . . " Could Newman be so wrong?
Union Carbide Company are
Is he so outdated? Isn't it just possible that all I really want is · just three. Then there are Dr.
simply a Liberal education and maybe just take it from there?
Thomas J. Killian, Director of
The door was locked; he wasn't' there. God, I wanted so had to
United States Naval Ordnance
talk to somebody about this.
!Research Departm~nt, Warren
W. Furey, M.D., a specialist in
I fell back into the slump. It was a mood that I realized I
X-Ray and a past president of
had been in for some time then. I had been walking around those
the American Medical Associadays mostly thinking to myself and looking like someone had
tion in Chicago, and Ed Mcwound the key sticking out of my back and pushed me on my way.
Cauley, former coach of the St.
But I realized that for a few short moments there I had risen out
Louis Hawks.
of this. The Liberal education ideas had moved me - stirred me.
Residence Goal
I agreed with everything Newman had to say. Then I only had to
At present, Epsilon Kappa
apply it to myself. I only had to talk to someone. I only had to
Colony has no office on campus
apply it t o myself.
and because of its many activities, there is an immediate
As I returned to my room, I heard an argument over a card
need for one. A further, more
game taking place across the hall. It was getting pretty heated
natural goal of the future chapand I wondered if it was going to turn into a . . . But then, one
ter is the establishment of a
of the popular noisy songs came over the radio and they all started
permanent residence. The resito sing along together. A belch bellowed from the room -laughter
dence would probably be offfollowed and the door slammed shut.
campus as no fraternity resiI was in my room. I was getting upset. My mind was wanderdence is likely to be incorpor·
ing now and it kept producing thoughts faster and faster. My lips
ated in the master plan, and
were moving - giving faint sounds to my thoughts. There was
then some distance from the
nobody in the room but I felt as though I was debating and losing.
campus because of the zoning
I"m not g oing to place a dollar sign in front of my degree, I was
laws for the area adjacent to
thinking to myself, I don't care if it's not practical - has no
the Unlverslcy. ';fhe fraternity's
· material results. God, I felt like a fool .
Alumni_SUP.ervlSOry · Board will
The gUY _iiving directly above me started bouncing his golf
be investigatfug this . aspect of'.
ball again on his floor whicll was also my ceiling. It made a sharp,
the future chapter'S: foundation.
piercing, exact noise - the kind that gives you a sharp, piercing,
The fraternity expects much
instant headache. I could feel my stomach ,c ontracting. I had
of its members. There is a sixmissed dinner. I began to feel very sick but I wasn't scared. It month Pledge Period during
had all happened before. Then I was very sick. I told myself that
which the Pledge is expected to
I had to lie down. They had started to argue outside again. They
participate with the Brothers
were yelling now and I think they started pushing one an<;>ther.
in the activities and events
sponsored by the fraternity.
I was on my bed. God, please let me go to sleep, I said to
Members · must also maintain
myself. I can't worry about that Liberal stuff now, I thought, but
good academic standing; presI was worrying. My head felt like that lousy golf ball. Harder,
harder, piercing, then . . . slice! I could feel and smell the droplets
of sweat under my arms now but I still felt cold, real cold and
real empty. The record player noise from next door was blasting
right through my wall and my head. I was so dizzy and so sick
and it wa~ Dylan singing. God, I thought, please, anybody but
One of the leading biologists
Dylan. They say most musk can put you into a deep sleep, Dylan
can pull you right out of one. The pitch of the din was almost ot our time, Dr. Michael Pisano,
1.mbearable now (I think they were rolling around on the ground will lecture tomorrow in Xavier
outside my door). But I could hear Dylan distinctly. He was 307 as guest of the University
m oaning "Don't' Think Twice - It's All Right." It was all be- Mendel Club.
Ginning to mean something to me finally "that long, lonesome
Dr. Pisano has spent the past
r oad" and all. I was half asleep. I'll see someone tomorrow about
t hat Liberal stuff, I said to myself, yes, that's exactly what I'll five years studying and expericlo. But then . . . well. I guess somebody will help . . . maybe, menting with ways to control
and combat thromboembolic dibut . . . but . . . But Don't Think Twice - It's All Right.

to the United Nations Plaza.
A great many of the spectators
along the line of march applauded the demonstrators.
The Fairfield contingent
marched in section K, New England ' Students, along with
groups from Holy ·Cross, Boston College, Harvard, Yale,
U. Conn. Tufts, Marymount,
Manhattanville, New Rochelle
and other schools. Other Jesuit
Universities represented were
Georgetown, St. Peter's, University of Dayton, and Loyola
of Chicago.
Military and Moral Power
The march terminated at the
United Nations, where those
marchers who had reached the
plaza were addressed by Rev.
Martin Luther King, Stokley
Carmichael, and William Pepper, head of the Committee of
Responsibility for War Burned
and Injured Children, and several other speakers. Dr. King
said that the United States was
the greatest military power in
the world, but that it should
be trying to be the greatest
moral power in the world as
well. The Fairfield students
w e r e unable to hear the
speeches, since their group,
near the middle of the parade

PKT Fellowship

L~eading

ently, the overall academic
average of the members is approximate!)· 2.5 quality points,
Recently, one of its members..
Jeffrey Darling, was chosen to
be a Woodrow Wilson Scholar.
The membership dues are
twenty dollars per semester and
there is an Initiation Fee of
fifty dollars.
Epsilon Kappa's officers for
the forthcoming year are John
Csenger, president, Bernard
Moule, vice-president, Edward
Barius, treasurer, Frank Olah,
corresponding secretary, and
Joseph Staneck, pledge director.
Membership
Presently, its overall composition is eight seniors, eighteen
juniors, eleven sophomores, and
twelve freshmen. Even when
the University's proposed enrollment goal of 2,000 is achieved,
the outgoing president of the
future chapter felt that, though
not constitutionally determined,
the total membership would
most likely range between forty
and fifty. By its own constitutlo:a the fraternity seeks ..to
proVide a. n1eet1ng ground of
eq-~ for ~~tdent and oom·
muter stUdents," and therefore
its total membership is drawn
equally from both resident and
commuter students at Fairfield.
Dr. Joseph Boggio, a member
of the Chemistry Department
and an initiated Brother of
Mass. Lambda Chapter of Phi
Kappa Theta, continues as its
Faculty Moderator.

Biologist Lectures
seases. He recently discovered
certain enzymes, produced by
fungi of the Cephalosporium
genus found in soil, that may
dissolve blood clots in the heart
or other parts of the body.
On the faculty of St. John's
University, t h e outstanding
scientist's work may result in
a cure for heart disease.

did not reach the United Nations until after five o'clock,
long after the speakers were
finished.
Press reports estimates the
crowd as containing from one
to three hundred thousand peo.:.
ple, and New York police
counters on the scene gave
estimates as high as five hun2
dred thousand.
Two "leafleteers" were interviewed at Central Park before
the march began. A self-dec 1 a r e d Maoist Communist
stated t h a t "Unfortunately,
this thing _h as been run by il
bunch of moderates, but that's
not our fault." He said that he
was disappointed that the Communists were unable to take
over the. Mobilization and
"make it what it should be.''
Controversial Question
In contras!, a member of ·the
John Birch Society stated that
"The vast majority of the people marching today are Communists, and they're being paid
by Moscow. Everybody knows
it." A spectator interviewed
along the line of march, when
asked what he thought of the
parade, replied, "Well I'm in
favor of the war right now,
but I'm glad to see this. It's
good that people will speak
their minds on such a con~
troversial question. Of course, I
don't agree with what they
want, but it'd be wors·e if they
just didn't care what happened." He added that, "When
you think you're right, you
should speak up."
A student from Harvard was
asked how he felt about criticisms from the "right" that the
demonstration was Communist
inspired, and that the people
involved were insincere. He replied, "I think my reasons for
opposing the war are valid. All
these people are here for the
the same thing I am, to do their
part to end the war, so I don't
think it's up to me to question
their motives." One student
from Georgetown was given t he
same question, "I know why
I'm here, and everyone here is
doing the same thing I am,
so I can't say it matters to me
just why they're doing it."
All Right
Finally, we asked a policeman at the United Nations
Plaza what he thought of the
protest. He answered, "It was
all right. I was afraid there'd
be lots of_trouble, but it's all
come off perfectly." When
. . asked his opinion about the
- war, he replied, ''No comment."

Le,gislat~ur~ e
Continued from Page 3
tire at evening meals Monday
through Friday is the topic of
a bill by Albert Mar iani. The
proponent would like to see the
issue debated and brought to a
vote in a student opinion poll.
A constitutional amendment
concerning legislature and committee attendance requirements
has been submitted by Tom
Ferrigno, tightening the regulations already existing.
Extracurricular activities come
under close observation in the
constitutional amendmen t put
forth by Philip Howe regar ding
formation, finances, and constitutions of such organizations.
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First Issue of 'Frontiers·'
Slated For End Of April
By Bill Brower
Royal Rhodes, Editor/Chairman of Frontiers,- the Fairfield
literary magazine, has announced recently that the projected publication date of the
magazine's spring issue has
been set for the end of April.
Spirited controversy arose
over the magazine last fall
First sacker Bill ~Granata lunges for a fly ball down the right
when it was announced that the
field line, making the put out.
organization had ceased publication. Because of the time
consumed in straightening out
the affairs of the magazine and
the attempt to change to a
new format, this will be the
only issue of Frontiers published during the school year.
Mr. Rhodes said, "While the
magazine limited itself in this
one issue to materials from the
Continued from Page 10
Middletown, Conn. school. The
graduate and undergraduate
Stags were eager to play but
schools of the University, and . closing tally to 15-3 in favor
could do little to contain the
while the stress for this issue of the Blues.
well
seasoned Wesleyan team.
was on creative writing, the
B Game
Neither the rain nor the one
staff and editorial board conThe B game was a very hard
sider content, format, and
sided score could dampen the
fought contest on iboth sides.
source of material to be flexible
spirits of tse Stags but they
Columbia had a defiinte adand dependent on what the stujust didn't have a chance. The
vantage in both its size and
dents want in their magazine:"
game ended 23-0 in favor of
There is no central theme to experience but is was the agWesleyan.
this issue, which will be about gressive defense and hard play
Yale 1\-'Iatch
sixty pages long. Rather, it will on the Fairfield Ruggers that
consist of ''poetry, at least one kept the two teams on even
A rugby first was reached as
short story, perhaps a play,
terms. Both halves were filled
the Fairfield All Reds successsome literary papers, and art with hard tackling and good
fully fieldte d a fourth side, whicb
kicking. John Langan and Doug
work."
met the Yale R.F.C. at New
Next year, with structure Ferarro kept the Columbia
Haven.
settled and permanent facilities,
team from moving t oo deeply
Frontiers hopes to start insti- into Fairfield territory with
Maher Scores
tuting other aspects of the some fine t ackling .
Under the able guidance of
magazine other than the two
As soon as· his hands and
Winslow
Q. O'Dunn, the team
regular issues to be published
right toe warmed up fullback
demonstrated a fine plan of
next year. These will include
Jack Higgins managed to get
attack, as they dominated the
"poetry and prose workshops,
off some "Dublin kicks" to put game from the start. The
guest speakers on literary
topics, poetry readings by stu- the ball back into Columbia initial score by the Fairfield
Territory. The real dim spot
ruggers was made by freshman
dents, etc."
Bob Maher, after he followed
Heading the staff of Frontiers in the game came when Fairfield lock Jay Standish had his his well positioned, down fi eld
this year are Dr. Nicholas Rinleg broken during a loose serum kick.
aldi, Moderator; Mr. Brian
in
the second half. The Stags
Dunn, Financial Advisor; Royal
The next try was registered
Rhodes '68, Editor/Chariman . fought well despite t he one man
by
Greg Rauscher, who took a
disadvantage to keep the game
and Edward Castiglione, '69,
on even terms until it ended, key pass from serum-half, Ron
Art Consultant.
Brancaccio. At this point Fairanother scoreless tie for the B
Printing this year will be
field led by the score of 8-0.
team.
done by Remar Printing Co.
The extra two points resulted
After publication, studetns will
Crane Stars For C's
from the cultured toe of Bill
be able to pick up their copy
Schmeissing.
But is was another win for
of Frontiers in the lobby of the
At the start of the second
the unbeaten C team, as the
Campus Center.
half, the young pups again
Pups managed to get by the
The Frontiers office is in
scored a try when Kevin
Columbia C's 3-0. The game
Canisius 301A. Correspondence
O'Connell reversed field and
was
much
the
same
as
the
B's.
should be addressed to Box N.
sped into the end zone. Again
The Stags played a very agSchemeissing converted for the
gressive game to mak~ up for
their weight deficit. Quinny two additional points. The final
Murphy played a consistent score, made in the waning mogame ot heads UP rugby as the ments of . the game, was a
brilliant run by junior Ron
Stags went back and forth in
the fast moving game. Both Brancaccio. The ,f inal score,
16-0.
'n' Bull" forum wil be an open- teams came close to getting
scores,
but
each
time
strong
deing statement of approximately
five minutes by each of the stu- fense kept the game scoreless.

C's Cop Only Win
Against Old Blues

Mr. Raymond Leddy

Mr. Cecil Gamwell

I.R.C. Sponsors
Communism Talks
Students from over 50 colleges and universities in Connecticut, Massachusetts, New
York, New Jersey and Washington, D.C. will gather here this
Saturday for the Intercollegiate
Conference on "Communism In
La tin America."
Sponsored by the Interna·
tiona! Relations Club of Fair·
fiel<l and Albertus Magnus
speakers for the ali-day session
include talks by Dr. Ramon
Cardena Hernandez, Guatema·
Ian Ambassador to the United
Nations; Mr. Raymond G.

Leddy, Department of State Ad·
visor on world-wide political
affairs at Carlisle, Pennsylvan·
ia; and Mr. Cecil C. Gamwell
III, vice-president of American
International Life Assurance
Company of New York.
For reservation and schedule
information those wishing to
attend Saturday's conference
may contact Mr. Hervey Aitken, conference co-chairman.
Club members and students will
be charged $2.50 and $3.75
respectively to help defray ex-·
penses.

Tyson T;o Speak
On Catholic
Brady Tyson, Associate Pro- in the role of the christian
fessor of Political Science at churches, especially since the
Southampton College ·of Long start of the Ecumenical MoveIsland University, will give a
ment. He wrote an article for
public lecture on "The Catho'"
America on Brazilian Catholi~
lic Left in Latin America" on
Monday at 8:00 p.m. in the cism for its May 1964 issue.
Professor Tyson's evening
Campus Center Oak Room. The
lecture will be followed by a
lecture will be sponsored by the
Spanish Club and Mr. Petry's question and answer period and
coffee hour.
Sophomore Honors Seminar.
Earlier in the day, Professor
Tyson will address the Honors
Seminar and invited guests in
a closed ses~ion. His topic for
this lecture Will be "Democracy,
Communism, and Pluralism."
Professor Tyson, who is an
By Jack Mara.
ordained Methodist minister
The second. in a series of
and a former missionary to
Sit 'n Bulls, will be held
Brazil, received his B.A. from
tomorrow afternoon at 3:30 in
Rice University in American
the Campus Center Oak R,o om.
History and Literature. He also
The topic for the newly estabholds a B.D. from Southern
lished forum will be "Student
Methodist University as well as
Government, Fa.ct or Farce at
a Ph.D. in International RelaFairfield."
tions from the School of InterSpeaking in defense of the
national Service of American
currently existing Student GovUniversity.
ernment are former president
Professor Tyson lived in
Kevin McGovern and the new
Brazil for s everal years and was - president Michael Bocchini.
a Visiting Professor of Political
John Mullen, columnist for the
Science at the Escola Sociologia
STAG and Vincent Renzoni of
e Politica.
the Junior class will speak
Although he is primarily in- · against the Government. George
Deren, a senior and feature
terested in political sociology
and the political movements writer for the STAG, will moderate the discussion.
and parties of Latin America
The basic format for the "Sit
and Brazil, he is also interested

Sit 'n' Bull Probes
Student . Gov't .

dent speakers. Then each panelist will be allowed a minute to
summariz-e the position he is
supporting. The purpose of the
speakers is not actually to debate with the opposing speakers, but rather to present the
basic issues for their respective
side.
Even more important, it is
hoped the speaker will stimulate discti.ssion among the students. After the speakers have
presented ·the basic issues, the
floor will be open to the questions and comments of the audience. It is hoped by all who
are involved that both students
and faculty will attend.

The big break in the game
for Fairfield came when Columbia was called for being off
sides. It was- Jay Crane to the
rescue with a perfect shot
through the uprights and the
lone score, the game ending 3-0.
Wesleyan Thumps "Pups"
And then the rains came! So
did the Wesleyan A team. The
Stags had scheduled a fourth
game with Columbia but due
to Columbia's lack of players
and the presence of a n eager
Wesleyan team, the "youngest
pups" from Fairfield w e r e
forced to struggle against a
huge squad of veterans from the

N·EE D
EXTR:A CASH?

Gentlemen:
We have part time jobs
available where you can earn
$66.00 for a 20 hour w~ek.
Full time opportunity
available during the summer.
FOR

INFORMATION
Call 367-4404

Ext. 2
Mon. & Thurs. ONLY- after
2:00 P.M.
Mr. Pelf.i,grino
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6
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11

Iona
St. Peter's
Marist
Fordham
St. John's
Providence

Away
Away
Away
Away
Home
Home

Football Club Begins
Practice Qn April 24
By Ed Williams

The Fairfield University football club, hoping to better its
record from last year, will begin a week-long spring practice
on Apri124.
According to president Kirk
Walker, the sessions will last
for one week from 4:00 till 5:00
each afternoon and "will stress
next year's patterns, with no
contact."
Still awaiting their first victory, the Stag grid men have
·c hanged both their offensive
style and have added a new
coach. Mr. John Profetto will
return as head coach along with
assistant Robert Mafay while
Mr. Joseph Hicks will become
a new assistant.
The coaches have stressed
that a rigid training program
will be added to the team this
year, as they have promised a
much better season. The major
change will be the shift to a
pro-type offense with a great
'

amount of emphasis· being applied to passing.
Kirk Walker has also announced a preliminary schedule
for next year with such past
opponents as St. Peter's, Iona,
and Marist returning again.
Fordham and Providence are
the only new teams being
added.
With a fine turnout by the
student body and hard practice,
the Stag football team could
well finish with a winning season next year.
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Track Team Opens Season

With Victory Over Hunter
By Robert Sillery
The Fairfield University track
team opened their season on
a successful note as they downed Hunter College 75-65.
The Stag's margin of victory
was provided in the field events,
w h ere they clobbered the
Hawks 38-25. Outstanding performances where turned in by
Jim Dennis, who won the high
jump at six feet even, and
Bill Dodwell, who captured the
pole vault with a nine foot
vault.
Three Turn in Double Victories
Three S t a g s turned in
double victories. These wer~
John Mezzanotte, who won the
High-jumper J. C. Dennis aims for the sky as he clears the .
shot and discus, Bill Cibulsky,
high jump bar at 6 feet in the HWlter meet.
who took the 120 yard high
hurdles and javelin, and George 35' 5". Garrity also turned inlli.Captain Bill Koscher in the
a fine 10.4 100 and a 23.5 220. ~half- mile.
Train, who was victorious in
The remainder of the Stag "'
the mile and the two miles.
Frosh Show Promise
The meet went down to the · scoring was done by Joe De
Several freshmen also comfinal event, the triple jump, Crease in the distance events,
Mike Kenefick in the 440, Norm peted and turned in winning
where Jim Garrity clinched the
Stag victory with a jump of Balthasar in the weights, and performances, although they did
not count in the point totals.
Bob Sillery won the 880, and
Bob Trainor jumped an amazing 6'2" in the high jump.
Other promising freshmen are
quarter-milers Rich Fitzgerald
and John Sheeran, and pole
vaulter Tom Barry.
The Stags will now return
University of Hartford, 7-0, and
a match and scored a 6-1 win.
Southern Connecticut, 6-1. John to practice for two weeks beJack MC'Conachfe posted a fine
round of 74 which was the low Lebedevich, with a 77, led all fore encountering Adelphi on
April 29. Adelphi is rated as
golfers.
round of the day.
At the Grassy Hill golf course one of the team's tougher opIn a triangular meet on
Thursday, the Stags !beat the in Orange, the golf team ponents, but the Stags are
optimistically expecting to conemerged with two victories as
they defeated New Haven Col- tinue on the victory trail.
J"'
"•
• ~.
.. '
' '
lege, 4-3, and blasted St. Francis College of Maine, 7-0. Of
THE BLUE 81 RD SHOP ·
particular interest was · Ted
1810 Post Road, Fairfield
Coia's' match with New Raven's
Cards For
Gary Nadolny. Unfortunately,
Mother's Day & Father's Day
Coia suffered his first defeat of
Social Stationery and 6n9ravlng
the season as he lost one-up
after 21 holes. Jack MoConGreetln<J Cards-Distlnctfve Gift~
achie's 78 held up as the best
eighteen hole score of the day.
The Stags' next match will
NOW PLAYING
be a triangular meet at Grassy
Hill on Tuesday, April 18. Their
CINEMA
opponents will be Marist ColBEVERLY
lege and New Haven College.
Bpt's Favorite Theatre
New Haven will be out to reverse the 4-3 defeat handed to
Fairfie ld Ave. Bpt.
them by Fairfield last week.
This defeat was the first home
WINNER OF 6
loss suffered by New Haven in
ACADEMY AWARDS
morP thRn thrPP yPars.

Golfers Win Five Straight
To Increase Record To B-0
By Jim Magnuson
The Fairfield University golf
-team chalked up five victories
last week to run its season's
mark to 8-0. On Tuesday, the
linksmen engaged Quinnipiac in
~

•

SPORTS · PERSONALITY
By Robert Sillery

The 1967 edition of the Fairfield University baseball team
is prdbably the finest in the
school's' history, and one of the
vital cogs in the diamondmen's
attack is the bitting and run~
ning of Pete Odium.
The hustling senior bats in
the leadoff spot for the Stags
and holds down the center field
post on defense. Pete started in
left for two years, but was
shifted to center this spring to
utilize his scrappy, ballhawkirig
play.
Pete is famous for his blind·
ing speed on the basepaths. He
is also an extremely adept bunter and a fine defensive ballplayer. He is now referred to
as the "Home Run King" and
"Slugger" after smashing a 400
foot homer against New York
Tech in the season's opener.
Pete, a very versatile athlete,
also stars in basketball and
football. He played freshman
basketball and was a "supersub" for the varsity the next
year, sulblbing in four games
when the squad was struck with
a rash of injuries. He was high
scorer on C-2's legendary undefeated basketball team, and
also used his speed at flanker
for C-2's football team, which
also boasted an unblemished
record. Pete has also been acclaimed for his hair-raising performances this year for G-2.
The versatile senior has been

Paul Scofield (Best Actor)

BEST

PICTURE

Of The Ye.a r .
Fred Zi nnema nn
Best Director
And

Many Others

Pete Odium

busy in several school activities.
This year he participated in
C.I.S.L. and was on the financial committee of the Student
Government.
Pete played his high school
sports at Hartford Public,
where he was the sixth man ob
the basketball team which won
the New England championship.
Pete is described by his
roommate, Bill Palmer, as a
tremendous lover of practical
jokes, who enjoys nothing more
than kidding someone and being
kid(f.~d in return. Bill has provided the competition for Pete
in several fierce "grudge" races

A MAN FOR
ALL SEASONS

to settle the highly displi ted
question of who is faster.
According to inside sources,
Pete "is accused of being serious" about Miss Marilyn Dempsey of New Rochelle. According
to roommate Tom Hennekens,
"Pete is almost as 'whipped'
as me."
The likeable senior is completing pre-law courses here at
Fairfield, and he plans to do
graduate work at Suffolk Law
School in Boston. Pete's numerous f.riends agree that his
mariy talents and abilities are ·
sure to niake him. success . in ~
his chosen profession. · ·

a.

Plus Best Screen Shorts
Herb Alert's Tijuna Brass

FAIRFIELD LAUNDROMAT
POST

ROAD,

FAIRFIELD

Now pick up 10n Wednesday & Friday and delivers
on Friday & Wednesday
At Mrs. Brown's Office Near The Mail Boxes
THE BEST IN LAUNDERING

WE FOLD 'EM TOO!

Baseball Team

Ruggers

VS

vs

Danbury State

Harvard Business

Thursday

at

Home

Saturday at Home
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STAG NINE SWEEPS THREE
Pitchers Blank Opponents
In 21 Consecutive Innings
By William D. D'Alessandro
The Stag basabaU team, powered by a .327 batting average, will face the
University of Bridgeport today at Seaside Park. T~he Fairfield squad sports a 5-l
record, losing only to LI.U. who were downed by the undefeated U.B. te·am.
Leading the Fairfield batters is sophomore Bill Granata, slugging at a .500
clip. Dennis Hurlie and John Walsh, who missed two games due to a leg injury
are both hitting over the .400 mark. Allie Vestro, Bob Guisti, Paul Garstka, and
Skip Bolger are among the seven regulars who are hitting over .300.

Sophomore pitchm· Brad Behan Wlco:rks a curve ball in the
University of Hartford game as John Walsh holds down
first base.

Netmen Win Two
Lose To U.Mass.
By Edwar(J. Williams

The Stag tennis team upped
their season record to 3-2 with
two victories over Southern
Connecticut and Monmouth
State, while losing to the University of Massachussets.
In their latest outing to date,
the racquetmen overwhelmed a
previously undefeated Monmouth State team, 6-3. Before
this meet, this New Jersey
team had won nineteen in a
row.
Steve Smith and Brian Fitzgerald led the Stags to the
victory as they both won their
singles matches, and. also gained needed wins in the hotly
contested
doubles
matches.
Jack McKenna and Gary Cochrane also aided the Stag attack with wins in their solo
encounters.

GREEN COMET
DINER
"TOPS IN TOWN ..
90 Kings Highway Cutoff

In the Southern Connecticut
match, the story was once
again the fine and aggressive
play of Steve Smith. He had
another perfect day, as he won
both his singles match . and
doubles match, combining with
Ben Hill. Gary Cochran and
Tony Hatrigan also notched
wins for the Stags in the
singles.
The Stags, however, met
their match as they were defeated by a fine University of
Massachussets team, 7-2. Se>phornore Tony Hartigan and Gary
Cochran were the only players
who escaped with victories as
they both won in the singles
competition.
The racquetrnen are .rtow
hard at work preparing for
their next match against Holy
Cross at horne on Friday.

BRIDGEPORT
MOTOR INN
Kings Highway, Rte. IA
Exit 24 Connecticut Tumpike

Fairfield, Conn.

367-4404
A CONV6NIENT STOP

368-9471

FOR YOUR FRIENDS
AND RELATIVES

Take Connecticut Thruway

Just 5 Minutes from Camput
Recommended by AAA

ExHs 23 or 24

In last week's action Stag
pitching stole the limelight. In
the 19-2 pounding cf Hartford,
Brad Behan, starting for the
first time, hurled a three hitter.
Although walking nine men,
Behan bore down in the
tight spots, struck out seven
batters, and was never in
trouble.
The Stags got only ten hits,
but they were coupled with
twelve walks and Hartford's ten
errors to give Fairfield an easy
win. Hurlie went two for five
with a double an~ a triple; driving in four runs. Granata drove
in three runs as did John Walsh,
but Walsh was lost for the next
two games hurting his knee in
a collision at first base.
Coach Don Cook brought in
Frank Mahoney and Ted Symeon to finish the game after
the sixth inning, with the intention of giving his next two
starters a workout. Mahoney
struck out two and Symeon
fanned all three Hartford batters in the ninth.
Symeon Pitches Shutout

Syrneon started against Monmouth College. The senior cocaptain, throwing a good sidearm curve, gained his first shutout as Fairfield won 5-0. It was
the Stags' first shutout since
1964. Symeon struck out five
and walked only one man. Monmouth's five hits were scattered
through the game.
The Stags scored three runs
in the fourth inning with Granata, Guisti, and Garstka all
driving in a run. In the sixth,
Fairfield added two insurance
runs, one on a beautifully executed suicide squeeze by Pete
Odium.

C 's Cop Only Win
Against Old Blues
By Jack Mara
It seemed as if the Columbia
Old Blues planned to spoil the
day for both the many parents
and the Fairfield Ruggers
Saturday at the day long series
of Rugby games held as part
of the parents weekend. The
Old Blues brought with them
both bad weather and a very
big and well versed Rugby team.
They proved to the many spec·
tators why they are considered
by some to be the best Rugby
club in the East.

In the A contest the Blues
took an early command of the
action. Their large and experienced serum enabled the Columbia team to stay on the offensive for the best part of the
first half. Although the Stags
played a very spirited and determined game, they just could
not seem to cope with the
strong kicking and fast moving
Columbia backfield. The Old
Blue serum-half played an exceptional game as he continually managed to get the ball
out to the backs.
The first score came as the
Columbia backfield swept to the
outside of the Stag defense, cut

back in and out-maneuvered
the remaining defenders· to go
in for the score. The Stags had
hardly recovered from the first
score and its follow up conversion when the Old Blues were
again at the Fairfield goal line.
This time the Old Blue wing
picked up a well aimed fly kick
by the stand off and outraced
the defense for another tally.
The conversion was through the
upright and the Columbia graduates led 10-0 at half time.
Tiny Scores For A's

The Fairfield Ruggers look
far more impressive as the second half got under way. Excellent performance by Chris
Grauert in the line out enabled serum half Jay Kirwin to
get the Stag backfield moving.
Finally after two good movements by the backs, the Stags
were deep in Columbia territory. Then a penalty was called
on the Blues and Bob "Tiny"
Smith kicked for three points.
The Stags·, however, could not
quite contain the Blues strong
offensive attack and the game
ended shortly after a final score
by the Old Blues, bringing the
Continued on Page 8

It,was Frank Mahoney's' turn
against St. Peter's'. Mahoney
pitched a four hit shutout as
the Stags won their third con·
secutive game of the week, 6·0.
This extended Fairfield's streak
of no·rWl pitching to. 21 · score·
less innings. .
The Stags threatened in the
first three innings with men on
second and ·finally pushed over
three runs in the fourth, two
on a bloop single by Mahoney.
The ace Stag hurler, going into
the ninth with a six run lead,
filled the bases, but struck out
the last batter, making his
strikeout t<;>tal nine, and gained
a revenge victory for Faii'fleld. .

John Burke "kicks for touch" as the A backs move
Columbia Old Blue.

ag~t

